
 

 

Student software developer 
for Crowdfunding Platform as a Service 

Lendino is Denmark’s first crowdfunding platform for company loans. We are creating a 
spin-off company, Smallbrooks , which will be a global provider of “Crowdfunding 
platform as a service ” (CPaaS). Smallbrooks already has Lendino and Coop as its 
customers. 

We are looking for a student software developer to help us build the CPaaS system and 
be part of a our new spin-off company that will conquer the world of crowdfunding. 

The job 

You will be part of the continued development of Smallbrooks’ CPaaS system and will 
be involved in all stages of development: from discussing new features and architectural 
design to development, test, deployment and support. The main task at hand is to make 
the system as scalable and flexible as possible in order to be able to accommodate the 
needs of organisations worldwide. 

The CPaaS system has a modular architecture, and each new crowdfunding platform is 
created by building a new frontend application and attaching it through an API to the 
core crowdfunding system as well as to additional modules that may be needed in the 
context of the new platform. You will take part in the development of both the core 
system, additional modules and new frontend applications. 

Smallbrooks is still closely connected to Lendino but will gradually move away to 
become a completely independent IT company, and you will be part of this transition 
and will take part in forming the new company’s culture. We are only a handful of 
employees in Smallbrooks, and you cannot avoid working closely together with all of 
them. There is no extended hierarchy, and your opinion is just as valuable as that of 
anyone else. Since Lendino/Smallbrooks is a small and very agile company, no two days 
are alike. Things move fast, and the only thing that is constant is change. 

Your background and skills 

We expect that you 

● are a student in a relevant field (e.g. computer science, IT, engineering, 
mathematics, etc.); 

● are in the top among your peers; 
● have practical experience with software development; 
● have excellent problem solving and analytical skills; 
● take responsibility for and ownership of tasks; 

 



 

● are able to work independently as well as in a team; 
● pay attention to details and live up to deadlines; 
● have strong communication skills in English; 
● have a good sense of humor and can thrive in the sometimes chaotic 

environment of a start-up. 

In addition, it would strengthen your application if you are skilled within one or more of 
the following: 

● Scala 
● Java 
● Javascript 
● GraphQL 
● React  

● Internet security 
● event-sourcing 
● actor model 
● graphical design 
● UX 

 

Our offer 

At Smallbrooks we have a long to-do list and we want to hear your ideas for solving 
different issues and improving the platform. Sometimes you will have great ideas and 
sometimes less amazing ones. We put you in charge of implementing the former and 
treat the latter as learning opportunities. Our team consists of anything between 
hands-on coders and academic problem solvers. If you are the one or the other does not 
matter.  We try to combine all those workstyles into something great and have fun doing 
it. So why not join us and throw your particular strengths into the mix?  

Lendino and Smallbrooks are part of the ongoing revolution in FinTech where huge, old 
corporations are being challenged by small, agile players that are able to use 
technology to leverage the crowd and scale their business. By working for us, you will be 
at the very epicenter of the financial revolution and will, quite directly, contribute to 
creating a financial system that is transparent, honest and sustainable. That’s something 
to put on the CV! 

Interested? 

Submit an application (in Danish or English) containing your cover letter, CV, transcript 
(with grades) and relevant documents to it@lendino.dk. Interviews will be held 
continuously until a suitable candidate has been found. If you have any questions, please 
contact us: 

Lendino / Smallbrooks 
Applebys Plads 7 
1411 København K 
 
(+45) 42 90 19 29 
it@lendino.dk 

mailto:it@lendino.dk
https://www.lendino.dk/
https://www.smallbrooks.com/

